
1. Answer the questions:

a) What is that?

 That is a pen

b) What is this?

 This is a book

c) What are those?

 Those are flowers

d) What are these?

 These are bananas

2. Transform from singular to plural:

a) City m) Engineer _______________________

b) Knife n) Foot

c) Chair

cities 

knives
chairs
secretaries
computers
exercises
yellow
children
men
houses
photos
diaries_________________

o) Girl

d) Secretary _______________________ p) Pink

e) Computer _______________________ q) Singer

f) Exercise _______________________ r) Table

g) Yellow _______________________ s) Door

h) Child _______________________ t) Mouse

i) Man _______________________ u) Person

j) House _______________________ v) Black

engineers
feet
girls
pink
singers
table
doors
mice
people
black
beautiful
buses______________

k) Photo _______________________ x) Beautiful _______________________

l) Diary _______________________ y) Bus _______________________

3. Rewrite the sentences using the opposite of the underlined adjectives:

a) Mary is tall. Mary is short
Paul is an old studentb) Paul is a young student. _______________________________________________________

c) It's a big classroom.

d) We are very happy.

e) The mountain is low.

f) I’m not rich.

It's a small classroom 
We are very sad 
The mountain is high 
I'm not poor
The cars are cheap
Superman is weak
It's a new lighthouse
It's an ugly castle
Those girls have short hair
That man is handsome
These animals are clean
This truck is long______________________________________

__

g) The cars are expensive. _______________________________________________________

h) Superman is strong. _______________________________________________________

i) It’s an old lighthouse. _______________________________________________________

j) It’s a beautiful castle. _____________________________________

k) Those girls have long hair. _______________________________________________________

l) That man is ugly. _______________________________________________________

m) These animals are dirty. _______________________________________________________

n) This truck is short.
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1. Complete the sentence:

* young    *  beautiful    *  talented    *  tall    *  fat    *  slim   *  expensive

a) Nicole Kidman and Angelina Jolie are beautiful .
b) Jô Soares is fat .
c) Michael Jordan is tall .
d) Brad Pitt is a talented actor.

e) Ferrari is an expensive car.

f) Gisele Bundchen is a slim woman.

g) The baby is young .

2. Transform from singular to plural:

a) This is a good dog.

b) That is a cheap drink.

c) He is a smart man.

d) The cat is black.

e) I am a nurse.

f) This is a big house.

g) I am an English student.

h) The tooth isn’t a bone.

These are good dogs 
Those are cheap drinks
They are smart men
The cats are black
We are nurses 
These are big houses
We are English students
The teeth aren't bones 

__________________________________________________3. Insert the right conjunction (but /and / or):

a) I’m a soccer player but I’m not good.

b) She is a secretary and she is fast with computers.

c) Are they  students or teachers?

d) We are from Italy but we are in Mexico.

e) I love pizza and chocolate.

f) She is tall but she isn’t fat.

4. Make questions using demonstrative pronouns:

a) That is an apple.

b) These are balls.

c) Those are computers.

d) This is a chair.
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1. Complete the sentences using the opposite form of the underlined adjectives :

E.g.: This house is big but that is  small 

a)  Those windows are new but  these are       old
b)  Mary is thin but Rick is

c) I am young and tall but  my father is

d)  Paul is happy but Joe is

e)  Lucy is beautiful but Anne is

f) Helen is a good girl but Susy is

g)  The brothers are fat but the sisters are

h)  This is an expensive car but that is

i) She's a rich woman but he is

j) Cindy is clever but Peter is

 fat 
old and short
 sad 

ugly 

a bad girl
 thin 

cheap 

poor man 

stupid 

think)  The dictionary is thick and the notebook is 

2. Transform the sentences from singular into plural:

a)  It's a whiteboard.

b)  You are a singer.

c) That knife is good.

d)  He is a young man.

e)  The piano is black.

f) This pencil is new.

They are whiteboards 
You are singers 
Those knives are good 
They are young men
 The pianos are black
These pencils are new

g)  She is an intelligent woman. They are intelligent women
h)  The bag is red.

i) I am a bad son.

j) The child is happy.

k) This girl is beautiful.

The bags are red
 We are bad sons
The children are happy
These girls are beautiful

3. Ask and answer using demonstrative pronouns:

a) What's that ?
That's the moon

b) What are these ?

These are books

c) What are those ?

Those are trees

d) What's this ?

This is a bus
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e) What's this?

This is a piano

f) What's that ?
That's a door

g) What are these ?

These are umbrellas

4. Correct the problems:

a) That is an chair. h) He is handsome students.

__That is a chair_______________________ __He is a handsome student__________________

b) Those are an door. i) These are a keys.

___Those are doors______________________ _These are keys__________________________

c) He are a goods students. j) This are marker.

_They are good student________________ __These are markers_______________________

d) That are a computers. k)

Those are computers  
 Those is an sofas.

_Those are sofas_________

e) You is an intelligent waiter.  l) Those are a doors.

__You are an intelligent ________________ __Those are doors____________________

f) The dentist are from Japanese. m) It is markers.

_The dentists are from Japan______________ It is a marker___________________________

g) This are my first English book.  n) That children is my son.

__These are my first English books_______    Those children are my sons_____________________

5. Make questions (Q) and answers (A) using demontrative pronouns:

a) Marker (near)

Q: What's this?

A: This is a marker.
b) Pens (far)

Q: What are those?

A: Those are pens.

c) Books (near)

Q: What are these?

A: These are books.

d) Table (near)

Q: What's this?

A: This is a table.

e) Chair (far)

Q: What is that?
A: That is a chair.
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